are "running scared" according to obtaining job offers, many of them this year's Seniors will have just as hard former levels, and if it does not, next contractor has decided in the last few increase. At least one defense the upswing already, apparently not knocking on company doors this sum-

class will have a hard time getting any kind of offer before the end of the term, and some will probably be knocking on company doors this sum-

asserts that they will all probably come up with some kind of offer before the end of the year. Mr. Harrington, though he confidently

have received three or four offers

closest shave was at Indianapolis in 1953," says Pat Flaherty, 1954 Indianapolis winner. "The track conditions that day for $15 and the exhaust fumes hung right down on the scoreboard. I was going into the race with a mentally very raw mind and was stabled alongside for 250 feet. The car was demolished. The only way I could have avoided the box was by taking back a bit harder, but I didn't break a single bone!"

- ---

are available at THE TECH office, or may be obtained in advance at Kresge East Campus.

may be obtained in advance at Kresge East Campus.

Confidential reply accepted. Contact J.

since the discovery of the Potato." Many of the songs have South African origins, since Marais' first interest in folk music developed during his boyhood there.

arranged for the profession they practice.

The new engineering standards at General Motors are so high that GM recognizes engineering as a profession. And the men who engineer the many different products made by General Motors are respected for the profession they practice. That is why, when you are invited to join General Motors as an engineer, you don't simply take a job—you start a career.

It is a career that is rewarding both profession- and financially—starting on your first day of association with General Motors at any one of its 55 divisions and 136 plants in 70 cities and 19 states.

During your early days at GM, for example, you work with a senior engineer who guides your career along professional lines.

You are also actively encouraged to pursue your education towards an advanced degree. For one at General Motors recognizes that, in doing so, you will become more valuable to us and the engineering profession.

You are given the opportunity to obtain professional recognition through participation in engineering society forums, presentation of technical papers, winning of patents and other recognition of your accomplishments.

And you are also encouraged to take an active role in your community's affairs—because a truly professional man is a good citizen as well as a good engineer.

This is for a reason—and a good one. Many of the men who will fill the key posi-

ions at GM in the future are the young engi-

ners joining GM today. This is not theory, it is fact. For 14 of our 35 Vice-Presidents are engineers, 23 of our 62 Division General Man-

agers are engineers, too.

Today we are looking for young engineers—such as you—who may fill these positions tomorrow. The rewards—both professional and financial—are substantial. If you feel you have the ability, write us. It could be the most important letter of your life.

Jume graduates!

A General Motors Representative will be on hand to answer your questions about job opportunities with GM.

February 17, 18, 19